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AUM 
INTRODUOTION 

"",fiI~~~~1 
mim.<ri~ ~~II 
~flRIlPfl~·~'I1ir.i~1 
"M,!I~~).fl"'·~~1 

It is very strange to say that the traditional 

teachings of Sri Goudapada, Sri Shankara and 

Sri Sureshvara i. e., the line of Advaita Vedanta, 

are distorted by the later commentators who have 

started to twist Sri Shankara's original teachings 

according to their own system of Advaita. 

In the Brahmasiddhi written by Sri Mandana 

Misra. who was mostly a contemporary to Sri 

Shankara and Sureshvara, has mentioned that 
there are some advaitins who have held the view 

regarding avidya, that it is the material cause for 

Adhyasa. This material cause is beginningJess 

avidyaetc. ["""'~~'~
"'""'" ~,,~ .. (Brahma Siddhi-IO) J. Man

dana himself differs in so many points with Sri 

Shankara's Bhashyas. 
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When Sri Sureshvara's Varthika and Naish· 

karmaya Siddhi have got popularised with Sri 

Shankara's Bhashyas. the above said two types 

of Advaita systems have lost their importance 

in the field of philosophy, because the traditional 

teaching of prestine pure Advaita system which 

has been taught since the tiJ'Q-e of Sri Goudapada 

to Sri SuresilVara, is .based mainly on Universal 
acceptance and Cqmprehensive vision of life 

according to the utterances.of Shrutis & supported 

by the intuitive reasonings. 

After some years the above said Avidyopa* 

dana Vada and the teachings of Sri Mandana Misfa 

have reappeared in the garb of commentaries on 

Shankara's Bhasbyas and acquired importance 

place in Advaita Vedanta. The author of 

Panchapadlka is an advocate of Qvidya~upad{/lJa 

vada. Commonly the propaganda is made that Sri 

Padmapada, the author of Panchapadika is the 

direct disciple of Sri Shankara, though there is no 

reliable evidence for this. The sub~commentary 

for Panchapadika which is called Vivafana written 

by Sri Prakashatman Yathi also has not said that 

this is the work of Sri Padmapada. This ancient 

COl;l1mentary is _available only for tHe Shankau's 

Sutra Bhashya, upto four Sutras only. fanchapa

dika and Vivllfana systems are called as Vivarana 

Prasthana. In this line there are so many books. 
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written by various followers of this tradition. 

Mostly in these days this Vivarana system has 

taken predominant place in the teaching of Ad

vaita Vedanta. 
The second commentary on Su'tra Bhashya has 

been written by Vachaspathi Misra, which is known 

popularly as Bhaamati. The full commentary 

on the whole of Sutra Bhashya js available for us. 

This commentary has followed mostly the Man

dana 's system of Advaita. 

The author of Panchapadika and Vachaspathi 

Misra have planned to show their own methods 

of Advaita in Shankara's original commentary. 

Taking this extrd-ordinary task in hand they have 

twisted the m~aning of the sentences of Sri 

Shankara's Bhashya in a manner so as to suit 

their own systems. 

Through their scholarly writings they have 

captured the hearts of Pundits. who have entered 

into Advaita philosophy and have got some how 

oneness with the Bhashya of Sri Shankara. After 

these commentaries and sub-commentaries so many 

books have heen written by various authors. giving 

the predominance to prove logically the Advaita 

Siddanta to understand its theory or methodology" 

Ana by the "by to get the experience of Advaita 

teaching. the process of Patanjali Yoga system 

has been prescribed in all the Advaitic works 
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from top to bottom. So Advaita Vedanta, as 

interpreted by Post-Shankara advaitins, is mostly 

a conglomeration of two systems i. e., the logic 

( Tarka · Shas:ra ) for the Prakriya (or methodo

logy) and Pulanjala Yoga process for the practical 

experiencC!. 

Sri Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji 

ha s freed the Advaita Vedanta from tile clutches 

of the above said Tarka (Syllogistic reasonings) 

and Patanjala Yoga, and resuscitated the prestine 

pure Vedanta. which is taught by Sri Goudapada, 
Sri Shankara and Sri Sureshvara , after purging all 
later accretions and misinterpretations. 

There are various differences between Bhashya 

and commentary. For the present I have tried 

to show in this - book that the Superimposition 

and Rescission of Avidya & M.qa through these 

two attributions how the non-dual nature of Brah

man is taught in Sri Shankara's Pra'sthanatraya Bha

shyas. In these days commonly these two words 

namely Avidya and Maya are not clearly under

stood by the people and some scholars .also. 

Regarding these two concepts. Advaita followers 

have confused and confronted such as Maya 1S the 

cause and Avidya ( Adhyasa) is the effect and 

vice-versa and that both are Anirv'achaniya'~ 

A':idya or Maya means an incentient power of 
Brahman or Atman to delude Souls etc. I have 
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tried to show the exact definitions of these two 

words and also many other allied topics such. as 

'Vidya', • Adhyaropa'. • Adhyasa', 'Adhyaropita', 

'Maya Sh:tkti', 'Eka Jiva Vada' and 'Nana Jiva 

Veda' etc,. in two chapters. according to Shan
kara's Bhashyas. Adhyaropa-Apavacla . Prakriya 

~ deliberate superimposition and subsequent rescis

sion ). the unique method of teaching the Brahm3n 

has been assigned a prominent place and the line 

of reasoning based on the utterances of the , Shr

utis and intuitive experiences. has been employed 

·in determing the nature of Reality in tbis booklet. 

Though in Shankara's Vedanta 'Avidya' and 
'Maya' are not identical. hut the two terms can 

he used indiscriminately only in the figurative ( sec

ondary ) sense. But it is not true that . Maya is 

the material cause of Avidya or Adhyasa. This 

has been shown in the Appendix of this booklet. 

At first 1 have no intention to publish a book 

regarding these matters . . So I have furnished the 

subject matter as the answers to the queriesl 
"do_ubtsetc., asked by my good philosophic friend Sri 

MantJ$ Kumar Sanyai, CQ/culla. lowe my deep 

debt_ t~ my friend who has edited and arranged 

the answers in a beau.tiful way in a book-form 

and also enthusiastically and philanthrophically 

donated to publish this ~90k. Sri Sanyal is an 

ardent aspirant of Advaita Vedanta and is the 
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real devotee of Sri Sad guru Maharaj. May 

Almighty Lord bless him in all the aspects. I 
hope this attempt will he of some assistance to 

the critical reader in appreciating Shankara's 

teachings as revealed by Sri Satchidanandendra 

Saraswali Swamiji of KaTnaloka 

It is my duty to convey my thanks to .the 

Bani Printers and also devotees who have helped 

in publishing this book in various ways. I wish 

Almighty will bless them also. 

Dedicated To ; 

H. H. Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswali Swamiji 

of Revered Memory 

26th June. 1989 DEVARAO KULKARNI 

Guntur. 1022. Anugraha. 

8th Cross. II Block. Andta Pradesh 
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TeachiDg Df BrahmaD Through 
The AttributioDs Of 

Avidya ADd Maya 

CHAPTER-I 

VIDY A-AVIDYA ADHYAROPA AND 
BRAHMA-BODHA 

( Teaching of .Brahman through the superlmpon

I;ons 01 knowledge and ignoranc,. ) 

THE METHODOLOGY OF VEDANTA ; 

The methodology of Vedanta is superimposi

tion and recession (~~) alone which 
is used throughout Vedanta in teaching the nature 

of Re~lity.. In t~is f!1ethod there are so many 

subordinate methods which have been dealt with 
in . Upanishads and also in Shankara's Bhashyas. 

The ahovesaid method ( viz, teaching of the true 
nature of the Self through the superimpositions 

of knowledge and ignorance or Vidya & Avidya ) is 
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one of the sub-varieties of the • Adhyaropa

Apavada' method. 

Due to ignorance regarding the reality, one 

by nature, attributes certain features, e. g. the 

distinctions like 'I am a seeker of Truth, Brahman 

as an object to he known and the teacher and the 

scriptures are the means to know it' • 'the existence 

of three states like waking. dream &; deep sleep as 

being independent states' etc. on the Reality. which 

in truth, are non-existence. To remove this 

innate misconception . the scriptural texts deli

berately attribute certain other superior features 

which are in due course rescinded. ultimately lead

i.ng to .the realisation of the true nature of the 

Self after abolishing all superimp~sitions. 

The superimposition is of two different 

varieties i one due to innate avidya of the com 

mbn man and the other a deliberate device employ· 

ed by the Shastra. 

(i) The attribution or superimposition is 

seen in the common experience of life and is evi· 

dent for all in daily life ('~ ...... ~ 

~ 3I'>Im: ~ o;M~). This 
attribution will be deliberately extended by Shastra 

to teach the nature of Brahman (~»rt 

~. ~ ). To elaborate the superimposi· 

tion. is called as Kalpita Som.rill or Adbyaropa by 
( 
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Sb.al .. (see G. Karika-4/73) i. e. the deliberate 

superimposition employed by the Shastra for the 

purpose of teaching. 

(ii) In our ordinary life what we have sup

posed regarding our life is called as Adby .... 

which means misconception regarding the truth. 

This is called as P.r_t_nlr. Sam"ltl 

(see G. Karika-4/73). This ordinary human 

procedure due to avidya is also called Lok.· 
samnltl (see G. Karika Bh-4/57). It will be 

seen that the empirical procedure and the Vedic 

one are both in the sphere of avidya only. In the 
beginning the adhyasa is explained and then the 

adhyaropa will be explained i . e. superimposed 

factors are described in a comprehensive manner 

before they are negated. After teaching the 
truth, the aspirant himself realises that there is 

no adhyasa or adhyaropa in the Self. When this 

realisation takes place then automatically the nega

tion of the thing attributed will occur. This is 
called here as 'apavada' or recession. 

II IS THERE ANY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

ADHYAROPA AND ADHYASA? 

Adbyasa means misunderstanding, that is 
the defect of the antahkarana or mind. Due to 

adhy3S3. when one mistakes one thing for another. 
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really which does not exist, that false appearance is 

caned as Adhyaropa or Adhyaropira. For exam' 

pIe when one does not know the real nature of the 
rope, he misunderstands the rope as a snake. Here 

his 'misunderstanding' i. e. wrong superimposition 
is called adhyasa. This is the subjective defect which 

pertains to the antahkarana or mind. Due to this 
misunderstanding he feels such as there is a snake 

( this happens due to a wrong identification bet

ween the rope and the snake) and he sees the rope 

as a make-this is caned Adhyaropa or Adhyaro

pita. Here 'feeling' as a snake is adhyaropa and 

'seeing' the snake outside ( i. e. a womg percep-

tion of one as the other) is adhyaropita. This is 
the case of common man's view. In the illustrat

ed, the non-dual Brahman is misunderstood natura

lly by the mind such as the world or universe etc. 

This misunderstanding which pertains to the 

mind is called adhyasa. And due to this adhyasa. 

he assumes the Brahman as the world, then this is 

called adhyaropa. So the world is caned as Adhya

ropita ( or Adhyastha or Vikalpita). This is from 

the standpoint of common man's point of view. 

So it is called Paratantra Samvriti or Loukika

Samvriti, 

To remove this misunderstanding.Shastra will 

attribute primarily something else on Brahman. 

This type of attribution is called as Kalpita-Sam-
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vriti, which means adbyaropa by Shastra (previ· 

ous adhyaropa was stated from the standpoint of 

common man ). For example, I am a man, I am 

born in tbis world and I have been brought up 
in such and such a way and one day I will die 

etc. are common ideas which are called Paratantra 

Samvriti or Loukika-Samvtiti. To remove this at 

first the Sbastra attributes the VAISHVANARA· 
HOOD in Arman ( Mandukya Uparusad-3). This 
attriBution by Shastra is intended to remove the 

common idea that I am an individual soul- This 

is Shastric adhyaropa or Kalpita-Samvriti. When 

this is also removed by Shastra, saying that NA 
BAHISPRAJNAM (" ~Man-7), then this 
adbyaropa is gone and the non-dual Atman rema
ins. So adhyasa is the subjective defect and 

adhyaropita is objective false appearance. For this 

refer Gita-Bbashya-I3126, particularly the portion: 
"~~~~m __ ~~ .. · 
~~I' 

-Here the false appearance of the snake and 

silver are called 'adbyaropita' by Shankara and the 

misunderstanding is called as adhyasa. 

So. in Shankara Vedanta 'avidya' in equal to 

adhyasa and 'maya' is adhyaropita. This is called 

in Sutra-Bhasbya-2/I/14, as 'avidyakalpita' etc. 
When Moolavidyavaadins say that maya or pra· 

kriti, which is called as 'Moolavidya' is the materi -
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al cause for adhyasa, then moolavidya would .not 

be an attributed thing ( i. e. adhyaropita). So it 

will not get removed by vidya. If it is 'kalpita' or 

avidya-adhyaropita, then it will be absurd to say, 

according to them , that it is the material cause 
of adhyasa. So 'adhyaropita' means the false 

appearance. 'adhyaropa' means feeling one thing 

as another ( e. g., conceiving the , nacre as silver) 
and 'adhyasa' means misunderstanding .. 

The difference between . the '"dhyasa' and 

'adhyaropa' is very subtle. The misunderstanding 

is there in the mind in the first place and then be 
feels the thing which it is not there. This 'feeling' 

is called as adhyaropa. This is clearly stated by 

Shankara in Sutra-Bhashya -4/1/5 thus ; 

.--'~--~~',~ ~ 
oz:q~,~~~I~o:<I 
~iI:<roi __ ~' ''ij'''''-mI' 
In this sentence. Shankara show's that .the word 

Pratyeti Atr. the adhyaropa due to· adhya"sa 

( e. g., the man has merely a cognition of silver) 
and the word Pratitil.ksbID.lrtb.b. shows adhya

ropita, the false appearance ( i. e. the word 'rajata' 

denotes an appearance of silver by a figure of 

speech ). 

In conclusion, bereft of adhyasa there will be 

no adhyaropa or adhyaropita. So, in adhyasa only 

other two words are included. Though this is the 
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thing, if we _were to analyse these points, 'adhyasa' 

and 'adhyaropa' are the defects pertaining to the 

mind i. e .• subj~v.e and 'adhyaropita' is the 
objective false appearance. 

Now we have to proceed to the attributton 

of 'Knowledge' and 'Ignorance'. 

III COMMON EXPERIENCE OF KNOW· 
LEDGE AND IGNORANCE IN OUR 

. DAILY LIFE ; THREE ASPECTS OF 
AVIDYA: 

Ignorance is natural for human mind. For 

example, the just born child does not know any

thing regarding himself or others. As the child 

grows slowly, he gets . the knowledge of mother. 

father etc., and regarding the surroundings. So, 

in our life, ignorance is natural regarding any

thing. When the knowledge occurs regarding a 

particular tbing. ignorance of that thing will be 
removed completely. 

Ignorance is of three kinds ; 
i) Non-perception or non 'apprehension, also 

called AGRAHANA ( "'~ ), 
ii) Misconception or misunderstanding, also 

called ADHY ASA ( """"' ), 
( An~at.ha-grahana, Anyatha-jnana, Anyatha-

pratyaya; Viparita-grahana. Viparita-jnana, 
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Viparita'pratyaya; Mithya·grahana. Mithya' 

jnana, Mithya -pratyaya -these are all synonymous 

terms which mean misunderstanding or adhyasa). 

iii) Doubting. also called SAMSHA Y A ( ~ ). 

All these three kinds are called Ignorance or 

A vidya meaning the word avidya includes all the 

the kinds. When the knowledge occurs in the 

mind, then all the three will vanish at once. Sri 
Shankara says this thing in his Bhashya clearly; 

i) 'Indeed nescience is a' Tamasic notion j for 

basically it is what obscures. It gives rise to 

mis-apprehension, doubt or non~apprehension. It 

does not exist where there is the light of discrimi
nation.' (Geeta-Bh-13/2)' 

iO 'Ignorance, whether it means the want of 

knowledge or a false notion, is always removable 

by knowledge ... : (Briha· Bh-3/3/1 )i 

So. the ignorance is natural for human mind. 

It is removed by the knowledge. Here one thing 

we hav~ to remember is that the knowledge will be 
got by the effort only. Efforts are of various kinds-

1 "aefijijI4ItialitEt(Elift.1 (fRRit fi: ~ !!IiidJ(OjjiiitifiEilft. 

amrol"",~~"'~"'1 
f.I~f_l~ """""'11.1" [Geeta Bh.-13/2J. 

, '''If.l_~.'lf.l~. 'If.l ~ 'II ...nI 
3llfl.mrn.~' ft ""-_ ~ I" [Briha Bh.-
3/3/1 ]. 
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just as taking teachings from others or observation 
of tbingsor performing experiments etc. So, we have 
to tty for knowledge of anything. Hence he who 
has got plenty of knowledge of so many things or 
so many sciences is called as Scholar or Pandit in 

this world. He who does not know anything is 
called an ignorant man. Misconceptions, unlike 
right knowledge. are quite natural to mankind. 

All these are the explanations of ignorance and 

knowledge which are inherent in our life. 

IV IGNORANCE REGARDING ONE'S OWN 
TRUE NATURE: 

According to Vedanta there is ignorance re· 

garding one's own true nature of the Self common 
to human mind naturally. For example, according 
to Shrutis, one's own true nature is non-dual 
Brahman. If we ask the question to anybody as 
whether he knows his true nature as Brahman, 
his reply would be that he does not know. 'Then, 

N.8.-i) Read tbe . word 'Rescission' for "recessio~' io 

page I (8tb line from tbe bottom) and in page 3 

( 6tb lioe from tbe bottom ). 

ii) Read 16th line of page 8 as : 

Knowledge or • Doub,' or a false notion, i. alwaya 

removable', 
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who are you l' His reply would be 'r am so and 
so.~ And then being -aslted the question-'How 

do you say that you are C:his body? You have to 

leave this body one day. Then, who are you?' 

He replies that there are so many doubts regarding 

these things. So I do no~ want to enter into these 

metaphysical arguments. By this common experi· 

ence Vedanta says that there is ignorance regard· 

ing the ttue nature of on e's own Self common for 

human mind. Accordingly; this ignorance regard· 

iog one's own Self is com. mon for the ignorant and 

the scholar. Hence the dealings of the ignorant 

and the pandit are in the ignorance only, just like 

the darkness and light which appear in a cinema, 

are in the darkness which is there in the tbeatre. 

In this way. Vedanta shows the ignorance regard

ing the Self which is there in our life. It is 
this natural tendency of the human mind 

('~,'~(flJ;{~~) to 

mix up the real Arman and the unreal un-Atman 

owing to a misconception (lltwiiil;:Jf.tfit'do, ~~ 

~ ) as well as the rnistaken transference of 

the mutual properties on each other. for want 

of discrimination (~~~'I.~. 
~ ~) that bas been called 

Avidya in Vedanta according: to Shankara's 

~nterpretation. To remove ¢is ignorance regarding 

one's own Self. the knowledge of Self must be 
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gained through the help of the teachings of the 

knower of the Self and the Vedanta Shastra. This 
is the attribution of the dealings of the Avidya 

and Vidya. '~Sl'Omi ~ "",,,,'IlI~, 

.m.~,,~oi~l· 
( Adhyasa Bhashya ) 

V TWO CATEGORIES OF A VIDY A ; 

It is said earlier that the ignorance is of three 

kinds. All these three kinds will be included in 
two groups; 

i) Causal ignorance or Karao •• vidye 

( <m.VImm ) and 
ii) Effective ignorance or Kery.avidy. 

(....lrliro, ). 
The non-perception is called causal 

ignorance and misconception and doubting are 

called as effective ignorance, meaning due to non

perception or want of discrimination (A vivek. ) 
one misconceives the things or will have the 

doubts. So these are called as Causal and Effective 
ignorances. 

We have to discuss here a subde point that 

in all these three kinds of ignorances, which is 
predominant one? 

From the stand·point of scientific analysation 

of human mind, it seems that the non-perception 
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pertains to the instrumznt alone and not to tbe 

user of the instruments. Hence. here also the 
ignorance pertains to the instrument i. e. the 

mind or antahkarana. By this Shankara confirms 

that the knower who is the Kshetrajna (~) 
whose nature is pure consciousness, for him there 

is no dealing such !is ignorance and knowledge etc. 

He is Absolute Consciousness. From tbe stand~ 

point of empirical life the ignorance pertains to 

the mind alone and that should be as it is. So he 

says in his Adhyasa-Bhashya chat; 

"~~-~~~ 
"'l:<~~~I" 

This argument is based on the common em· 

pirical experience of life and shows the fact that 

the knower has no ignorance. 

In the Tai-Upanishad Bhashya-2/8/S, Shan

kara shows that from the standpoint of witnessing 

principle of life ( <m!I ~ ) here and now one 

can intuit that one's own true nature is beyond 

the dealings of ignorance and knowledge and is 

of the nature of Pure and Absolute consciousness. 

For this we can study the question and answer 

given below ; 

Are knowledge and ignorance the qualities of 

the Self? Not so, for they are perceived. Discrimi

nation ( i. e. knowledge) and non-discrimination 

( i . e. ignorance) are directly perceived. like col-
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ours etc, as attributes of the mind_ Not that 

colour, perceived as an object, can be an attribute 

of the perceiver. And ignorance is objectified by 

by one's own intuition when one thinks as, 'I am 

ignorant', 'My knowledge is not distinct'. Simi

larly the difference of knowledge ( from the Self) 

is perceived and the enlightened people communi~ 

cate the knowledge of the Self to others; and so 

too, others grasp it. Accordingly, knowledge and 

ignorance are to be ranked with name and form; 

( -<ROIl'l ~ 1'roTfiro') they are not attri

butes of the Self, in accordance with other Vedic 

text, '( that which is called space) brings about the 

manifestation of name and form'. 

So, it is clarified by Shankara that these three 

aspects of avidya are the modifications of the 

Antahkarana ( inner instrument or mind ). 

VII THERE ARE NO DEALINGS SUCH AS 
VIDY A AND AVIDY A IN BRAHMAN ; 

Commonly one says that 'I do not know this 

thing'-for this the meaning is that there is no 

knowledge for mj intellect or mind regarding the 

particula.r thing. Here the question is-'How do 

you know that I don't know?' For this autom3 ' 

tically one replies that 'This is my experience.' 

Here the ignorance which pertains to the mind 
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regarding that particular thing, is illumined by the 

nature of Consciousness. When he gets the 

knowledge of that thing, he says 'I know it'. 

Here, the knowledge which has occurred in the 

mind is also illumined by the wimessing 

principle of life. as for example, the darkness in 

the film Jand also the light both are illumined by 

the arc lamp. Hence ignorance pertains to the 

mind ala"ne and not to the Self. This is attributed 

to teach the true nature of the Self. 

When one discriminates himself as the wit

ness of the mind, and ta"kes his stand there, from 

that standpoint he is ever Absolute Consciousness. 

This firm conviction regarding one's own true 

nature which has generated in the mind is called 

as Self- Knowledge. This knowledge, as it is the 

mental condition, is also a false one. From 

the standpoint of ignorance regarding the real 

nature of the Self. the Self is called as ignorant 

person ( because of the modification of the mind 

of the nature of non-discriminating knowledge of 

SeJf and non-self) and from the stand-point 

of knowledge, the Self is called as Jnani 

( because of the modification of the mind, which 

is unreal likewise, of the nature of discriminating 

knowledge of Self and non-self) this is clearly 
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stated by Shankara in his Geeta-Bhashya-2/2l.' 

Just as in the dream both the conceptions distin· 

guished as 'this is the right knowledge' and 'this 

is the false knowledge' are included in the dream 
alone and from the standpoint of waking they 

both become false knowledge alone, similarly 

when viewed from the standpoint of non·dual 

nature of Atman or the intuitive vision of non

uual Self, both right knowledge and false know 

ledge are avidya only_ So. in the real nature of 

the Self, there are no empirical dealings such as 

ignorance and knowledge etc. It is transcendental 

consciousness. Only from the standpoint of com· 

mon experience of life this attribution is made 
and when one takes a stand in the true nature of 

the witness of the mind, then automatically this 

previous attribution falsifies. This is called 

subsc:quent negation or Apavada. 
Therefore the viewpoints imagined by the 

oommentators such as avidya is a potency of the 

Self. and that it encompasses the Self etc. are quite 
contradictory statements to Shankara's Bhashya. 

The dealings like thinking regarding the cause and 

, "'MI!I~II<R'I~"IfiIfiI;qO)f Q'I.~-

1iA~~-,,,,, ""'" -t\, ~
~!I~ firoon ~Q(ql"ffis"'fiI;q_ 
~~ I" [Geeta Bh.-2/21 1 
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effect relationship and location of avidya. subject 

matter for -avidya') etc: are in the field of avidya 

becauSe Shankara say's in his Adhyasa Bhashya in 

consonance with the experience thus; 
'All forms of worldly and Vedic behaviour 

that 'are connected with the valid means of know· 

ledge and objectS of knowledge start by taking for 

granted this mutual superimposition of the Self 

and non-self. known as nescience; and so do all 

the scriptures dealing with injunction, prohibition 

or emancipation.'l 

Not understanding, doubt or misconception 

may be possible in the case of knowledge of ob
jective phenomena, but never with regard to 

Atman who is the real Self of the knower him
self. Hence there is no necess;ty of removing the 

ignorance which has encompassed Brahman. 

According to Shankara, the dealings of ignorance 

and knowledge which are evident for all in daily 

life are attributed regarding the Self for ~he pur· 

pose of teaching the Truth and and ultimately he 
stated that when the unity of Atman is intuited. 

there is no place for any ignorance and knowledge 

in Brahman or Atman as it is tht! puu ConSC'i 

, "~i'Pl'l~~~S(~ <N' 
SiiliO~(I(i.~:~SIf6I:,~ 'lif ~~ 
~ ," (Adhyasa Bhashya ) 
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ousness and non-dual one and from that stand

point the attributions ate rescinded .. 

So the dealings of the ignorance and the 
knowledge about the Self, is itself in the realm 

of 3vidya or ignorance, they are not related to 
Atman_ 

VIII Whal/. Ihe correcl view 10 lake abou, ·,htl. 

concepti of V/dya and A I'Idya ? 

The following excerpt from Shankara's Sutra 
Bhashya ( 411!3 ) will clarify this ; 
Opponent : To whom does this Avidya, . non

apprehension ( Agrahana ) pertain? 
Vedantin; To you, who are asking this question. 

Opponent: Is it not stated by the Sbruti rbat 

I am Ishvara that is Absolute nature 
of consciousness ? 

Vedantin ; If you have realised this thing, then 

you are already an enlightenea per
son and there is no Avidya or non
apprehension to anybody. 

Opponent: But, if Advaitins accept the Avidya 
as a· second entity besides ' Atman. 
ti.~~ there will be no Adva/la (be

cause with Atman avidya also exists 
as a standing menace ). 

Vedantin ; This objection which is raised on 
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Advaita philosophy is also refuted 
by this answer ( i. e. by showing the 

superimposition and rescission of the 

dealings of Vidya &: Avidya ).' 

The significance of tbe above Bbashya portion 
is given below ; 

i) We have previously said that, from the 

eJIlpirical . standpoint, a man naturally takes 

identification :with his corporeal plane i. e. from 

body to ego ( body. vital force, organs of action, 

sense organs, mind and intellect, feelings of enjoy · 

ments. s~ch as h~ppiness and misery). Here he 
assumes that I am the body and sense organs etc. 
are mine. At this stage, ignorance is natural to 

the man regarding the true nature of the Self. 

So, from tbe empirical experience, Avid,. is there 

and it is natural. 

ii) If we ask a man, 'Do you know your 

true nature according to Shruti, that you are non ' 

dual Brahman l' He replies frankly that I don't 

know. This shows that he has got non·ap~re· 

hension regarding his true nature. If we ask 

--_._._----------
, .. _~~~~.'II<'i~\'RIfa-~ 
~I ~O!t'l.~~"' ... "o<'lTI'1<I'''~'';m 
~1.nsflr~05~m..3I1<IIiI: 
~Q<II1'l";~fmr, ~~"'5"" II" 

I S. Bh.- 4/1j3 ) 
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then, 'Who are you?' He replies simply, 'I am 

so and so'. This shows the misconception is there 

regarding his true nature. If we start to argue 

with him, how have you ascertained that you are 

this body or the body is yours ? etc, then he says 

in this regatd. I have got so many d.oubts. This 

show~ that h~ has got doubtful knowledge also 

regarding his true nature. 

In this way the non-perception, misconcep 

tion and doubting are there naturally for every

one regarding his true nature. For this purpose. 

Sri Shankara has said in his AdbYI.a Dbamya that 

the Avidya is evident for all so long as the unity 

of non-dual Atman is not intuited. So from the 

stand-point of Lokanubhava l dealings of empiri

cal view ), Avidya is there. Keeping all tbese 

ideas in mind Sri Shankara has replied here at 

first Avidya pertains to you who asks these ques · 

tions. Hence from the stand-point of the super

imposition, Avidya is accepted on the firm ground 

of Lokanubhava i. e. empirical view point. 

iii) Taking this stand· point of empirical view 
Vedanta accepts the Avidya regarding one's own 

true nature 

iv) Avidya will be removed inevitably by 

Vidya. As it is in the case of outer things so also 

it is in the case of one's own Self. So. Self know

ledge is required to remove this Avidya . Presup-
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misconception and doubting-this is clearly stated 

by Shankara in his Geeta-Bhashya 13/2. Here 

ther~ is O:le word ",.rao •• tmakat, •• t (~
(l1'f~Ht ) in which this avarana is not the same as 

MuIaavidyaavadins say.. It is not a shakti. Shan
kara dearly expla'ins this avarana as tamasa 

pralyJya ( a"'''1 f( !I<OIq ) pertaining to the intellect 

or antahkarana alone. not to Brahman or the Self. 
For this he has given the illustration of the cataract 

which hinders the eyesight. 

(iv) In Briha·Bhashya-4/3/20. Shankara 

scates his ·position regarding the nature of avidya : 

"3Rt: ~~ "'~: ~.ll'IftI ~_
~~i(q~ all(1t.t1$"4ijj(ili;:a(iiNtiitIQ ~mrnr, 
"'ROI~'i1'I~. ~: <mil ll'IftI; .m N.m 
'61W1:.fi!;q,~.aa:-'1 ~rm:_" ~m' .. 
~I" (Briha-Bh.-4/3j20) 

In Sanskrit the word Sa'atvam ( ~""l) means 
'the true nature?' Here in this portion Shankara 

has not said such as avidya is a shakti and it has 

got two types of powers etc. He says clearly that 

avidya projects the not-:self as if it is there in the 

Self eVen though it is not really there and then 
the dualistic wcrld appears and due to dualism the 

desire starts etc. By this also it is clear that 

according to Shankara the world or its seed-form 

is conjured up by avidya. 
After P ••• bapedl... Pnstb ••• m (Pancha-
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padika commentary), the Shankar~'s uci:.~rances 

have been twiste4 to suit their theory of 

Mol.tidy.. And it is propagated ·as the genuine 

teachings of Sbank~ra:. 
Shankara never says that the avidya is a 

potence of Brahman and it is aninDch"aniya 

( ~), because to imagine or differentiate 
the relationship between Shakta (:{1111 i. e. ~) 

and Shakti ( ~ ) the avidya is required inevitab
ly. So avidya is not a potence of Brahman. The 

difference between the potence and one who is in 
possession of it. is made through avidya. This is 

Shankara's ·teaching. 

X AiD.D. i. DOl Bb ..... oop., S.D.toD] ..... 

ADI".chlDiy. : 

Commentators hold the view that ajnana 

( "'~ ) is Bb .... roop. ( "'-. ). According to 

Shankara, any positive thing, that is Bhaavaroopa, 

will not be removed by Jnana (1(IliI). Jnana, the 

knowledge is able to remove only the misunder

standing. Joana has no capacity to destroy any 

po.sitive thing and create anything new. It remo

'Yes-. only the misunderstanding regarding the fact. 

This is emphatically declared by Shankara ; 

""fi:~~Nl,~qfiror; 
~r<mg~',,~~ "SI~~ ~~ 
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~. '" ortfiI ~ ," 
[ Briha. Bh.-l/4/10 I 

And Shankara often says Jnanam Tu Jnapa· 

kam Na Ka'IlMmlll ('pi iI """ 'I ~'
Briba Bh.-l/4/10). which means tbat Shastra 
(or Knowledge) won't create anything but only 

reminds the real fact. When one understands 

tbe real nature of the rope, the knowledge re

garding the rope bas not destroyed the · snake and 
has not created the rope newly. So. holding the 
view that avidya is Bhaavaroopa and Sanatani is 
quite contradictory to the common experience. 

For this purpose the commentator says that 

·we have accepted avidya as Bhaavaroopa not for 
the purpose of saying that avidya is a thing, but 
only to say that it is not Abhaa.a such as the horns 

of hare. So it is Sadasadanirvachaniya ( apparent 

things which are neither being nor not-being )'. 

This contention is incongruous. because if it is 
not ·Abhaava' then it falls into the category of 
'Bhaavaroopa' only. 

The illustration which is given by the com

mentators of Darknell (viz, it is not absence 

of light, it ii positive something) is quite incon

gruous. For this refer Panchaplldlka Prallhanam 
by Sri; Satchidanandendra Saraswati (page-6). 
The a bsenee of light is called here as' da'kn ••• •. 
Since the darkness is not an existing - thing or a 
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positive thing. That which is darkness for hu

mln beings will no longer be for a few animals. 

In that darkness also some animals are ·capable 

of seeing things as for example-cat, wolf, tiger 

etc. This shows that the eyesight of these animals 

are able to see things even in that least quantity 

of light whereas we require sufficient light. 
From this we can easily understand that darkness 

is simply an absence of light and not something 

positive. So also the ignorance itself is not at all 

an entity ( Bhaavaroopa). Therefore Shankara 
says in his Geeta Bhashya-13/2tbus, 'VI •• ka Pra
ka.ha BIaar. Tadabhaavaa,' ( ''''~''''''l(i4~ 

"'t't1ll1ll.' )-meaning if the ligbt of discrimination 
&lwns, there will be no ignorance. From this we 

can easily judge that ignorance means want of 

discriminating knowledge. This is called here as 

ajnana. The want of discrimination is caUed as 

KafanaQvldya (i. e. causal ignorance) and the 

misunderstanding and doubting which are the 
consequences of avidya as KtJfyaavldya. (This bas 
already be." discussed in the previous article-V. ) 

XI JNANAVRITTI AND JNEYAAVAGATI 

The nature of the Self is itself tbe pure Cons
ciousness. It never becomes an object for any
tbing. He is self-established. Hence there is no 
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need for any Pramana or means of knowledge to 
know Him; only it is necessary to cease or dis
pel one's identification with not-selves with the 

help of the teachings of the Shastra and the 
Acharya or Guru and not any necessity whatso
ever of creating the direct knowledge of Him ( see 
Geeta Bh.-lBjSO). From this standpoint it is 

correct to say that the Self is not Chaitannya

prakaa,hyam ( ~). 

But Shankara says in Geeta Bhasya-2'21, that 
tbe mind is the instrument to realise the Self 
which i • . purified by the Sadhanas of Shama (~ ) 
:Oa,\lla ( 1lI ) etc. and endowed with the teachings 
of the Shastra and the Acbarya. Here . the 
objection raised is that there is no possibility of the 

Hlf-knowledge because the Self is not an objecti
&able one by any means i. e. instruments such as 

sense organs and the mind etc. For this objection, 
Shankara has given the above answer. i. e. 

'~ .... fiIit""''''if.tQ<t<i OR ~ ~i' 
This thing is eXplained by vedantins as ~Self is 

the Vishaya ( firIq ) of Shuddha-Chittavritti.' 

But we have to remember here that by puri
fied mind al,o it is impossible to objectify the 
nature of the Self. For Brahman is. according to 
the Upanishads. beyond tbe objective range of 
both words and mind. One should not forget or 

ignore the Shruti: 'That which cannot be express· 
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ed by the word' I 'That which cannot be thought 
of by the mind' ( Kena-l/5,6 ), and also one should 

not distegatd the dictum 'of the Sutra Bhashya. 
'Shruti etc. and immediate intuition and the like 
too are the immediate means according to tbe 
context' ('~ """"",' )-Su. Bh.-l/1I2. 

So it can know him only by intuition when it is 
merged in him. 

When mind turns towards the Self the mind 
loses itS. mindness (manastva ) and appears as the 
Self i. e. the mind will have become one with 

Atman when one has realized the true nature of 
his Self This type of appeatance is called as 

Jnanavritti ( ~ii"i"iii\""iiif.:ltPti(iiSicq~ · iIfiPl.)
Geeta Bh.-13/34. This is misinterpreted by some 
people as the Atman has been objectified by this 

V ritti. There is one anectode connected with the 
infancy of Sri Rama. He wanted to play with 
tbe full-moon. The ministet played a trick. He 

gave a mirror in the hand of Rama and the child 
was satisfied with the image. because he thought 
that he has the. moon in his hand . . . Here also the 
same is tbe case with the Self-knowledge. Tbus 
it is not contradictory to say that the Self is · un
objectifiable one and it can be realised tbrough 
the Shuddh4 Ch/lla. 

When one underilands the nacre (~) 
as silver he determines that 'this is Silver'. This 
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is Vrittijnana of Silver. After cognising the true 

nature of the nacre he realises that the previous 

knowledge which he had got as silver. is a wrong 

notion. This type of cognition of the rea I 

nature of nacre is also a vritti. Thus from the 

standpoint of vritti both are concerned to the 

antahkarana alone. These are called as ajnana 

( misunderstanding) and }nana ( knowledge) ro.

pectively. But here there is one subtlest point 

- we have to cognise that after knowing the real 
nature of the nacre one says, previously I had 

misunderstpod tbis nacre as silver; here the 

notion regarding the silver is wrong and unreal. 
But the judgement that rhistype of notion had tak

en place previously in my mind is born now. This 

judgement emerges out when one takes his stand 

in his true nature of the Self and unknowingly he 

has objectified the modifications of bis own mind 

as misunderstanding and understanding etc. This 

type of determination regarding the misunder

standing or true understanding of the mind is 
called here as Avagall (or Anubhava). By this, 

the conclusion that can be arrived is that the 

notion of nacre is faJse, but the type of notion 

which had arised in my mind previously was real. 

This judgement is real because this has arisen on 
the 6rm ground of Soak.hI anubhava. Shankara 

said, 
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"tAJN +ilW«ti",'II*iM ~"'~~aI{, 
""""~~'&lIllI~I~ 
11: ~ ~ Q.Ji(..n'i44iiii''''''iiQ ~ q;:qI(TiI:, 

~~II"RI~I" 
( Sutra-Bbashya-2/1/14 ) 

When one dreams he feels so many things tn 
his dream such as bathing, being bitten by a ser' 
pent etc. After waking he says that all of them 
are false and unreal. But he does not say that 

the intuitional experience of the dream which 
had occurred in him is false. This means that one 

says that the dream is false, but the intuitional 
experience of the dream such as a dream had 
taken place is not false. Because it concerns to 
the Saaluhyanubhava ( ~). This type of 
Saakshyanubhava or intuition is called as avagati. 

Tbis is a vety subtle point and one will be 
able to understand this with discriminative mind 
-discrimination between the Yri"i which has 

arisen in the mind and the true nature of the 
Self which illumines aU the vrittis. Wben it 
Hlumines. at that time the intuitional experience in 
antahkarana such as, 'I dreamt', '1 misunderstood' 
etc.- tbis type of knowledge is directly rellected 

in our mind without the intervening means of any 
instruments of knowledge. Thus that which hils 
been illumined is false and the nature of th~ SL·II 
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as pure ConsciQusness which illumines the vrittis 
is true. 

XII PRAMANABHUTA JNANA AND 
PHALABHUTAJNANA ; 

According to commentaries like Panchapadika. 
Vivarana etc. ; the commentators have distingui

shed Jnana as ; 
Vrilli ,vyaapli (~) and Phala·vyaapli 

( -m.). The firsr is called Praman. Bbur. 

Jnana and the otber one is Pbala Bhuta Jnana. 

According to this theory. the Moolavidya encom
passes Brahman. And the same avidya or a part 
of Moolavidya encompasses :1Ihe ·outer thihgs also, 

Hence' we have no knowledge of those things. 
To get the knowledge of outer things two func
tions are necessary-

1) The' Vrlt/i should pervade thing. By 
chis the curtain of avidya will be removed. 

2) After that ChidabhasQ comes there and 
gets the right knowledge of the thing. 

Here the former function is called Pramana 
Bhuta Jnana while the latter. tbe Phala Bhuta 
Jnana. These are divided as Vritti-vyaapti and 
phala-vyaapti respectively. ( ,~" .• 

~. "I ~~ -., ~ -:
_~~-page 86). So these two rypes of 
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functiQns are necessary to understand the outer 

things according to commentators. 

But according to Shankara. there are .no two 
separate functions in this process. Firstly, there is 

no Avarana ( WI'f(UI ) of avidya on the outer things. 

Avidya means 'Non-perception, Misconception 

and Doubting' alone ( Ref. Geeta Bhasbya-13/2). 

This is a Tamasic avarana which pertains to antah

karana. When one tries to get the knowledge of 

a particular thing with the help of teachings, obser

vations etc, then the vritti pervades the thing 

with Chidabhasa. Without being pervaded by the 

nature of consciousness of the Self, it is impossi

ble to imagine the very existence of the vritti. 

Whenever there is any knowledge of any object, 

the knowledge of the object pervaded by the pure 

conciousness of Arman alone is obtained. So 
when the Vritti with consciousness (i. e. with 

Chidabhasa ) pervades the thing, then automati

cally rhe Phala Bhuta Jnana or Phalabhuta Anu

hhava generates in the mind. Hence. once the 

pramana removes the non-perception apd miscon

ception of a· tbing the Phala Bhuta . In.na will 

r~sult and that alone is the func;tion of a praz:nana. 

For example, the pot which is ·in a dark roo.m is 

not seen by the naked eyes. When light comes, 

it removes darkness alone and the .knowledge re

garding the J:ot takes place automatically which is 
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the knowledge of tbe Self takes place tben the 

vrittis pervade the nature of the Self. By this the 

curtain of Moolavidya which resides on Brahman. is 

removed. But there is no necessity of Phala-vyaa

pti, because Brahman is Self-effulgent_ For exam

ple, to see the pot which is in the dark-room-the 

light and eyesight both are required. But wben 

we want to see the light then the eyesight is enou
gh-no necessity of another light. The same is 
the case with Brahmajnana. In this point some 

commentators differ and say-where ever there is 

V ritti-vyaapti, there must be Phaia-vyaapti. In 

the case of Brahma-Jnana or Self-knowledge. even 

though the Self is Self-effulgent one, tbe Cbida

bhasa also shines there. But in the presence of 

brilliant light of tbe Self, this Chidabbasa is in

significant, just like a candle-flame in a daylight. 

These are the opinions of commentators. 

But in Shankara Bhashya, these types of argu

ments are not found. The real nature of the 

Self pervades the Vrittis ( pratyaya ), not the vri

ttis pervade the Self as contended by the commen' 

tators. But one thing to be noted here is that 

when the autabkaraU8-YfUti completely turns to

wa rds the true na ture of the Self through the 

discrimination, then it loses its vrittitva (~). 

At that time aspirant himself remains as the wit

nessing principle of life ( ~) which is the 
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true nature of the Self and the anrahkarana that 
which follows this nature starts to'appear just like 
the true nature of the Self, For this purpose Sri 
Goudapada said in Mandukya Karika-3/33 that 
this Jnana·vritti or pratyaya is not as separate en· 

titely apart from Brahman ( ~ i ~). Here 

the antahkarana is completely pervaded by the 
Self, so it appears just like Self. This is called 
Atmapratyaya in Mandukya Mantra-7, This is 
Shankara's contention. According to this Great 

Master. when the Pramana removes the miscon· 
ception regarding a thing, then Pha/aMuta Anu

bhava or Phalabhutajnana emerges out automati
cally-which agrees with the Unlverlal Intuitional 
Experience. 

XIII REGARDING EKA-JIVA VADA AND 
NANA-JIV A V ADA ; 

Controversy about th. number of Jiva. : 

The discussion about the relative merits of 
Ekajiva-VadtJ (~-the theory of a single 
Jiva ) and Nanaj/va- Vada (~~-the theory 

of many livas ) is futile. since from the empirical 
standpoint ( vyavaharic dristi ). we do believe and 
behave as if there are actually a number of livas, 
For this refer to Brahma-Sutra Bhashya-3/2/9-
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the last paragraph; 

"~~,,",,~~~I 
'l'i ~ ~ ~, ai~''''(i(:1 
:Jq'I~~ §~aflEtI;ij(i44(1(. I" 

'We have explained at length again and again. 

that it is Pure Being (Brahman) alone that is 

spoken of as a Jiva owing to connection with a 

conditioning associate. This being so, we talk of 

one particular Jiva, so long as bondage continues 

as attaching itself to one Upadhi (conditioning 

associate). But in the case of bondage continu

ing to attach itself to another Upadhi, the talk of 

another Jiva becomes necessary'. 

Here Shankara accepts both the views that 

if we hold the Samasthi ( '-"'Ifil ) or collective anta

hkarana as the upadhi for Atman. then it is 

Eka-Jiva-Vada ; instead of this, if we hold the 

individual antahkaranas - as they are many-then 
NanajivQ- Vyavahara will take place. Sri Satchi

danandendra Saraswati Swamiji has translated the 

Brahma Sutra Bhashya in Kannada and he has 

given the foot· note that in Nyayanirnaya-Com
mentary of the Bhashya. it is said that Shankara 

has refuted the Nana-jiva -vada. but it is baseless. 

and it is not supported by the Bhashyakara .. 

The Bhashyakara has accepted both the views from 

two different standpoints. When the Samashti 

upadhi, meaning Samashti antahkarana upadhi is 
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taken. the Self is called as Mahan Atman or 

Hiranyagarbha or Prathamaja (see Katha-l/3/13 

and Brahma Surra Bhashya-l/4/1, last para ). 

Here in Sutra-Bhashya. the two words are 
used as Bhakta (~) and Hlranyagarbhva 

(Agryaam i . e Agraja meaning the first born 

one). The word 'Bhokta' denotes an individual 

soul. Here it is taken from the standpoint of 
various antahkaranas as upadhis. This is Nana

jiva vada. And in the word Agrayaam or 'Hira · 

nyagarbha', the standpoint is taken from tbe 

Samashti antahkarana which is one. This is Eka

jiva ·vada. The same single antahkarana appea

rs as many due to the upadhis of the body. So, 

the Ekajiva-vada or Nanajiva-vada are from the 

standpoint of upadhis which in itself is false 

appearance conjured up by Avidya. Hence Shan
kara accepts both the views from the different 

standpoints. It is clearly mentioned in the above 

mentioned Brahma-Sutra Bhasbya-3/2/9. that is 

the implication of the plurality of Jives in this 

Sutra is justified by Shankara as due to condition

ing associates. This.is so because the Jivahood it

self is a false appearance conjured up by Avidya. 

This is clearly stated by Shankara in his Sutra 

Bhashya-l/3119 ; 

"~~~ ~ ~'IU.!l 
'R'ffi'llIiImfuj",li ~ ~ ~ ~I" 
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- 'In the supreme Atman, ever pure, ever consci· 

aus and ever free in nature, absolutely changeless. 

one and untainted by anything else. has been 

conjured up. the Jiva-form quite opposed to this 
in nacure, just as a surface and dirt are fancied to 

pertain to the sky'. 

The statement-'various types of Jivas exist 

in this world' is made from the empirical or the 

waking point of view alone. H it is observed 

from the comprehensive view point of the three 

states, one & only one Atman alone exists. Nothing 

whatsoever exists second to or apart from Him i. e. 

Atman or the Self is the only Reality and it has 

no gradations-'OJIi" S'" ~'-Sutra Bh.-211/16. 

So, it is foolish to quarrel on the issue of which 

is correct and which is wrong in the above said 

Ekajiva-vada & Nanajiva ·vada. 

We can understand this from the illustration 

of the dream. The dream state occurs ( takes 

place) in one's own Being which is the substra

tum of the whole dream state and absolute non

dual one. During the dream state naturally one 
feels that 'I am an individual soul residing in this 

world and there are so many other souls and 

creatures like me in this world' etc. From the 
standpoint of this notion during the dream-time, 

the Nanajiva-vada is ~ccePted. When we see 
from the standpoint of the substratum i. e., the 
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real nature of the Self, as there is no other source 

for the dream state apart from this Self. so only 
the Self appeared as if it has taken the form of 

many souls, And the same Self has appeared in the 

form of Samashti antahkarana (collective mind) 

and from that standpoint the Self is described as 

Hiranyagarbha through this collective Upadhi, 

The same principle is applied to the waking state 

in Mandukya while describing the word 
Vabhvanara (~), 

"~~~.~~~; 

(Man, Bhashya-3 ) 

Here it is taken the Ekajiva~vada from Samas

thi Upadhi, It helps to realise the truth ( i, e, 

the realisation of the non~dual Atman ) which is 

said in Geeta-6!29 and Ishavasya Upanisad-

6 & 7. as 'One sees all the creatures in himself 

and sees himself in all the creatures. for he sees 
the same Reality ( Atman ) everywhere.' 

In Briha-upanisad Bhashya also. Shankara 

has said these two view points : 
.. ~~. 'I oronw.; ~~I 

~""""""'~I_~.·~· 
~'!,~I" 

That the transmigratory character of Hiran

yagarbha is not real, but due to limiting adjunctes, 

is 'known from Shruti texts (Ka,-1/2/21), 
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Essentially he is but the Supreme Self. So Hiran

yagarbba is one as well as many. The same is the 

case with all beings, as the Shruti says, 'That thou 

art' ( Ch.-6/8/7). When divested of all limiting 

.adjuncts, everyone is spoken of by the Shrutis & 

Smritis as the Supreme Self. 
So both the view points are accepted by 

Shankara from the point of Adhyaropa for the 

purpose of teaching. Yet post-Shankara advai· 
tins, who have interpreted Advaita wrongly •. have 

entertained different views as ' to whether Eka
jivavada or Nana-jivavada is the more correct 

one! The commentary of Nyayanirnaya (menti
oned previously) consists in Vivarana Prasthana. 

This Prasthana holds the view of Eka -jivavada 

and wants to condemn Nana-jivavada often and 
often. 

XIV REGARDING DRISHTISRISHTI-V ADA 
AND SRISHTIDRISHTI-V ADA ; 

In Prasthana~aya Bhashyas of Shankar a there 

is no mention of these two types of visions (i. e., 
~_ & .~). In Yoga Vasishtha, it 

is said that where there is Drishti there is Srishti. 

Sut though this Yoga Vasishtha Ramayana or 

Jnana Vasishtha deals with Advaita, it is not a 

standard book such as the Prasthanatraya 
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Bhashyas of Shankara. Sri Satchidanandendra 

Saraswati Swamiji has said that Yogavasishtha 
Ramayana, Bhagavata, Sutasamhita (Yajnavai

bhava Khanda ), Adhyalma Ramayana-all these 

four books are posterior to Shankara Bbashya. 
If they had been availa ble at the time of Bhashya 

kara, inevitably he would have mentioned them 
in his Bhashyas: . The 'above phraseS -have started 

from Yogavasishtha only. 

The Drishti-srishti-vada means when one sees 
outside then only one wiJ1 find the world or 

Srishti. So the mind is the creator. This is the 

argument. This argument resembles the Vijna

navada of Buddhism The Srishti-drishtivada 

means there is Srishti or the world outside rl!ulIy 

and we only perceive it through the mind. This 

argument resembles the Baahyastiva ·vada or 

Realistic view of Buddhism. Between these two 

the former argument is more logical than the latter. 

For this purpose Sri Gowdapada has accepted the 
former theory as better than the latter. And 

Shankara also has agreed with this point in Man 
dukya-karika Bhashya-4/28 in the first sentence 

as the policy of Vedanta is to accept every reason

ing unopposed to Vedas. 

"~~"~~~~ 
'i"l'i1if1tl1>i~~~~1 __ 

~ ~ 'IORI1>tR'R!l f.moI ~ ~, 
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~ Ononfitd'r ~ 1 <R<ml -"" f.moI 
""'-omm....n;.!r6' ~ I" 

And Shankara has given the reason to accept 

tentatively. the view point of· Vijnanavadins by 

Gowdapada. For this see ~rika Bhashya-4/99. 

last paragraph-:-

.. ~ 1!(111t~ ~~ "'1!.Us~:.nC4i( 
""'{I WlJq~OIiq ~mt~I" 

Strictly speaking in the above two stand
points-Drishti-srisbti-vada and Srisbti-drishti 

vada, it is wrong to assert that anyone is superior 
to the other. .This judgement is given in Mandu

kya-karika Bhashya-4/67. The gist of this judge 

ment is 'If we accept the outer things inevitably 

we have to accept the consciousness which objec

tifies the external world. In the sa.I:Qe manner. 
if we accept the consciousness i. e., Vijnana or 

Buddhivritti, then inevitably we have to accept 

[he outer things. There is no independent exis
[ence of either this or that'. In our experience 

also both the microcosm ( the individual I~nse) 

and the macrocosm (the cosmic I-sense) appear 

simultaneously and disappear simultaneously. 
When the or-sense is described f('om the stand

poim of the Microcosm, then it js called as a },eva 
and when this or-sense is descrided from the stand

point of Macrocosm, then it is called as Hiranya
garbhahll or Mahan Alma. This is evident in 
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our waking and dream states. So there is no use 
in having any quarrel between these two views. 

In Prasthanatraya Bhashyas,. it · is said that 

the Srishti or the creation of the-universe is not an 

instance which takes place in a time series, because 

the time is also an effect. But for the purpose 
of teaching the non· dual nature of Brahman the 

Shruti attributes the theory of creation from 
Brahman. It has no intention of asserting that 

the creation is real. Shankara says; 

i) "<IlIIf<I!l~' .roa-_oiI ...... .;Iio(N~a· 
~!I.""~-''IIl<lll&''~-= """,. 
~~6!1.~~~"18"""1i: '1ft. 
oilq"\6IN*I"Ifi..m.~ amq;r. q;j ~(fif~' g'ftl', 
~~". [Sutra Bhashya-2/1114 J 

The conclusion is; 'Since in a context speak· 

ing of Brahman, it stands proved that the result 

(i. e., liberation) accrues only from the 

realization of Brahman, devoid of all distinctions 

created by attributes. therefore when in that 
context some other fact is heard of that has no 

result, as for instance, the modification of Brahman 

into the world, that fact has to be interpreted as 

a means leading to that realization. It is not 
reasonable to say that from a knowledge of Brah· 

man as capab~e of transformation, one will get 

that capacity of transforming one's own Self; 
for liberation is changelessly eternal.' 
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ii) "" ~ sRi ~ __ "l\ifiiQl~ft4"" " " Ii: 
<Rl~~~mW."~ ",I ""~' 
~,;Sq4'ltt1qQ(I(IRii a5I '"I ~ ~ ~ ~ .. 

1flIRId11I1:~1 ~"W!!'iI~ijq"""'11111 
~""I" 

(S. Bh.-l/4/14 ) 

'Not that all these forms of manifestation, 

that creation is, are s'ought to be propounded by 

the Upanisads ; for no human goal is seen or heard 

of in the Upanisads as remaining linked up with 

them; nor can this be imagined to be so, for in 

ih?5e respective places, they are seen to combine 

with the texts"about Brahman to convey a single 

unified fact-this is what the Upanisad also shows.' 

iii) ~N~~"~'~
_m..nt~.,.,ffil <I>I'''~~

"".oiI(fiio:t''''Al',q': ~ ~'I 
'3'IT'r.~..ma>r.r-_I" 

(i/t. ,,":-1/15) 

( S. Bh'- ' l/4/14 ) 
'We can understand that when the' Upanisad 

speaks of the forms of manifestation etc_, in exten

so, the intention is to declare the non-difference of 

the effects from the cause with the help of such 

illustrations as clay_ And th is is what people well

versed in the Vedantic tradition say: 'The crea

tion that is taught divergently with the help of 

day, iron, sparks, etc, is only a means for incu1ca -
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ting the knowledge of Brahman; but there is no 

diversity whatsoever,' 

Hence the judgement is that Brahman itself 

appears in the form ofSrishti due to Avidya. To 

teach Brahman, the Sri.hll-prakrIY~ or the theory 
of creation is accepted as a tool in Shrutis. So 

one sho~ld not hold the view that there is really 

a Srishti. From the standpoint of Avidya it is 

Srishti, ~ut fro.m the standpoint of Vidya, it is 

Mithya or an illusion or it can be said that it is 

real in the form ofBiah'ma~ alone. We may called 

this as Avidya-drishti and Vidya·drishti respecti

vely. Through Avidya-drishti there isSrishti, but 

from the standpoint ofVidya-drishti, there is no 

creation or Srishti. it is Brahman alone. Whether 

it is said that the Srishti is illusory or that it is 

real in the form of Brahman alone-both mean 

the same. Due to non·comprehension of this 

truth now-a-days the Vedantins have coined new 

words, thus confounding and confusing themselves 

and others. 



CHAPTER·II 

MAYA-MAYAVITVA ADHYAROPA AND 
BRAHMA-BODHA 

( Teoching of Brahman Ihrough lhe allribution. 

of Moya & Mayawlva ) 

In Shankara's Vedanta the concepts like Avidya 

and Maya are confused in our present days. Now 

we have seen in the first chapter, the word 

'Avidya'is used in what sense by S~ankara in 

his Bhashyas and how he has shown the methodo

logy of superimposition and rescission and ulti

mately the nature of Brahman is taught through 

this attribution. Now we shall first try to under

stand what Shankara has said about Maya in 

his commentaries. 

I FOUR ASPECTS OF MAYA ; 

( a) Moyo ill A ,ldy •• kolplta 

In Shankara's Vedanta, according to Bhashya. 

the word MayIJ means false appearance-which 
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appears as if it is really there due to ignorance of 

the truth. For example. when one does not 

know the real nature of the rope, due to this 

ignorance he misconceives this rope as a snake. 

wHer-flow or garland etc Due to this miscon
ception, he feels that there is really a snake. For 

him the snake appears as if it is there really. 

This false appearance of snake is called as MAYA. 

Hence, according to Shankara's Bhashyas, avidya 
is subjective defect (defect of the mind) and 

Maya is an objective false appearance due to 

ignorance. Meaning thereby, ignorance gives the 

~xistence for the false appearance. For this 
purpose, wherever Shankara has described Maya. 

he uses these following terms to Maya -

Avidyakalpita (~)-· conjured up or 

imagined byavidya. 

Avidyapratyupasthaapita (~tf«n)

brought forth or 

projected by avidya. 

Avidyaakrlta ( otmIl'l"II )-cooked up by 

avidya. 
Avidyaakaa,ya ( ~~ )-made up of 

avidya. 

Avidyaatmaka ( ~"""" )-of the nature of 
avidya ( i. e. avidya 

is the essence or 

self of Maya ~ 
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I/.vidyaalakshana ( ~ )-indicated by 

avidya (or app' 

earance of 

Maya indicates 

the existence 

of avidya ). 

All of which mean the objective appearance 

due to avidya. Maya, then, according to Shan· 

karat is the objective false appearance due to 
ignorance or Adhyasa. All these descriptions are 

given in Brahma·Sutra Bhashya-2/1/14 ; the only 

word Avidyalakshna is used in the Geeta Bhashya. 
Hence the first significance of Maya is 'Avidy 

kalpita· or its equivalent words as mentioned above 

by Shankara. 

( b) M.y. is Vy.kt .... y.kt •• tm.ka : 

The second aspect of Maya is Vyakta· avya· 

ktaatmaka (~~ ) or Vyakrita-avyakrita

atma ("'I1"""'I1~-S. Bh.-2/1/27). For 

example, when one sees a snake on the road, 
at first he fears regarding the snake. Due to dark · 

nes sometimes he may not see the snake but fear 

is not removed. He things that the snake which he 

had seen before is still there in some place, but 

for the time being it has disappeared. And he 

sees the same snake as it was before. Here the 
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snake has got two forms-(i) as manifested (i. e. 

differentiated) and another. (ii) as unmanifesced 

( i. e. undifferentiated). The manifested form is 

called Vyakta ( _), Vyaakrita ("""'"'), Kshara 

( 0Il( ), Sat (~), Vidita (~), Moorta (~) 
and the unmanifested form is called Avyakla 
( _ -Gi -8/18 ), Avyaakrita (""",,",-S. Bh.-

2'1/27). Akshara (0l0Ill:-Gi.-15/l6). A,at 

(amlt-Gi.-13/12), AI'idita (~-Kena-l/4), 

Amoorta ( ""I!i-Bri.-2/3/l ). 

Due to ignorance in the mind regarding the 
non·dual Brahman. Brahman Himself appears in 

the form of universe i. e., Brahman is mistaken 

for the world through ignorance. This false app' 

earance of Brahman due to ignorance is called as 
Maya. This universe appears in the waking state 

& disappears in deep sleep (Swoon, Samadhi etc. ) 

and the same world and the sam:? ego appear again 
as they were before. This method of manifested 

and unmanifested forms of the universe is to be 

applied to the state of death and rebirth and 

Mahapralaya, that is dissolution of universe 
according to Shastras and recreation. All these 

are based on the firm ground of common experi

ence of life that the man who goes to the sleep, 

the same individual comes again with his attri

butes so that Vedanta has accepted the seed form 

of the universe which is in potential form in deep 
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sleep, death and dissolution of the universe etc. 

This seed-form is inferred ( admitted) in Vedanra 

to teach the true nature of the Self. Hence the 
manifested-form of the universe and the unmani
fested~form are there in Brahman due to ignorance. 

From this standpoint the false appearance of the 

universe & its seed· form are called as effecl and 

Brahman, which i5 substratum of this false 

appearance is call~ as cau.Je. So, in Vedanta. 
cause means the ,Jubstrutum and the effect means 

false appearance which is superimposed on Brah · 

man, due to ignorance. 

(See Sri Shankara's Bhashya-2/11l4 &: 2/1i9) 

For the purpose of teaching when Vedanta 
accepts the seed~form and the manifested-form 

of the universe, it describes the cause and effect 

respectively. But from the standpoint of Brah

man, both are effects. So the second description 
of tbe Maya is Vyakta-avyaklaamaka. 

( c ) MOJa Is ADina.blDiya : 

The third significance is Anirvachaniya 

(~), meaning indefinable. This word 
has created so many confusions in present days. 

It is very necessary to understand the exact mean
of this word, according to Shankara. Commonly 

this word denotes the incapability of the ex plana . 
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tion eith« as being ( o;Rt) or as not-being (mill)· 

But it is not used in this sense in Bhashyas. Acc

ording to Shankara the definition is ; Ta'"a · 
Anyatvaabhyaam Anirvachaniya ( ~»l1'1. 
3lf.IoRoft<I-S. Bh.-211114. 211127 etc.). This is 

the correct definition or description of the false 
appearance. Here Tolva ( alEf ) means the reality 

or the substratum & Anyatvo (~) means 

having independent existence of its own. In our 

daily experience whenever the false appearance 
appears just like rope ' snake, nacre-silver etc., 

these false appearances are not really the substrat

um or the reality and at the same time they have 

no independent existence of their own apart 

from the substratum. Hence these false appeara

nces are called as ADinacb8Diya. This expression 

'anirvachaniya' has been explained by Shankara 

by citing the illustration of the foam, the waves, 

the bubbles which are not quite the same as water, 
but yet not different from water, ('o:r ~ ~ 'if 

~'l~fir.;i~.~~ ~","'. ~ 
iI ~ -. <6;n'l _I'l' )-Upadeshasahasri 
~~1JPl. and also in Brihadaranyaka 
Bhashya ; 

'~~f{~"",~:~ 

~. ('I'('5Ii;:qi:4"if.N$Wq"',~~ ~~ II ' 
( Briha-8h.-214i lO ) 
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According to this the universe which appears 
in Brahman is false and the seed-form of this appe

arance which is inferred from the standpoint of 

the manifested world is also a false one. This false 

appearance of Maya or Prakriti etc" is not there 

really in Brahman and it has no independent exis

tence apart from Brahman. So it is not Tat"a 

and not Au,an. and hence it is AoinacbaDiy. 

( see S. Bh.-2/l/14). That is, Maya cannot be 

defined to be identical with Ishwara or Brahman or 

quite distinct from Brahman. This is the third 

description of the word Maya. 

( d ) Maya is IsbYara Sbakti : 

The fourth description of Maya is Isb,.,.
Sbatti, the potence of the Lord (Gi. Bh.-13/5, 

13/19 ). Some thinkers misied by the word 

Shakti occurring in the Bhashyas as well as in 

Shruti think that Maya is a power of God or 

Lord to delude souis. They say God has created 

Maya which envelopes all livas. By means of 

surrendering to God He Himself will remove the 

Maya, because He is all-merciful etc. Strictly 

speaking there is no Lordhood in non-dual 
Brahman because it requires the distinction bet

ween the ordainer and the ordained. ruler and 

the ruled. But when Vedanta accepts the Univer-
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se and its seed~form which is conjured up by 

avidya, then Brahman is considered as the subs

tratum of this false appearance and there is no 

other source apart from Brahman to this universe. 

From this standpoint Vedanta attributes the 

Isbvarabood or Lordsbip on Brahman. The nature 

of Brahman as it is ever unchangeable, immutable 

but rhe same Brahman appears in the form of 

universe without forfeiting his true nature, 50 it 

is described as 'Mayavi' (S. Bh.-2/1/37). These 

are the attributions of 'Maya' and 'Mayavitva'. 

Shankara uses the word Shakti as synonimous 

with Prakriti- the causal potentiality of the world 

on the authority of the Shruti 'omn !l !Illif.I 1lront 
~ ..{~'-( Sve-4/1O). meaning Prakriti 

is to be known to be the Maya and the Supreme 

Lord to be the Mayin. 

So from the standpoint of adhyaropa when 
Maya is seen (meaning the world and its seed· 

form are seen) by avidya in non-dual Self. from 

that standpoint this non-dual Self is described as 
'Ishvara', 'Maya vi' ( like magician) etc. The very 

Godhood is attributed on the non-dual Self 

through this Maya which is concocted by avidya. 

when it is thought of as the cause and ruler 

of the world containing individual souls for the 

purpose of teaching. Here really the avidya does 

not produce the Maya, but it creates the mis-
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understlnding regarding non·du:il Brahman as the 
universe and its seed form. So God has not 

created Maya intentional1y. Maya is conjured up 

by avidya. Through vidya, when avidya is 

removed. then the Maya will be falsified meaning 
he realises that this is only a false appearance. 

For this purpose Shankara has given the definition 
of maya thus ; S.a Cha Maya N. Vldyate, Maya 

iii ",Idyam •••• ya Akby •• ( ""IT 'I'" ~ <IIi:? ", 
"""""""mM, ,,,,,,s:fu.~ .,,\RII) - Man
dukyakarika Bhashya-- 4/58 - • .... and that Maya 

does not exist, the idea being that the term 'Maya' 

relates to something non existing'. 

Brahman is desctibed as SaTvajna (~) 
-Omniscient, Sarvashakla (~~ )-:Omnipotent, 

Sarvavyoapaka (~)- Omnipresent and 
Sarvesvara ( ~ )-Lord of all etc. These des

criptions are given from the standpoint of above~ 
-said conception of Maya. Here the word 'Sarva' 

is the Maya which is conjured up by avidya (i. e. 

~,~) But 'Jna' is the Self. 'Shakl.' is the 
Self. 'Vyaapaka' is the Self. 'Ish,ar.' (Lord) 

is the Self. Taking the attribution of 'Satva' 

the Shastra keeps the name to the Self as 'Sarvajna' 
etc., So in Shankara 's Bhashya 'Atman', 'Ishvara', 

'Barhman' are synonimous terms. According to 

Vyaakhyanakaras ' Atman' or "Brahman' is superi~ 

or to the word "Ishvara'. They say Ishvara is 
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• Maya·CJpahi.ta' -circumscribed by maya; Maya-
· V;s/zi.>hta-having special features due to maya; 

• Maya-Pralib;mba' - Brahman reflected in maya 

etc. But Godhood or Ishvara. the Almighty, accor

ning to Shankara. is not Maya-upahita or Maya

'vishishta-or Maya· pratibimba. as is taught by 
various present day Vedantins. On the other 

hand. Brahman or the Witnessing Principle. in 
relation to the appearance of the universe and 

its seed f~rm ( Primordial matter. called maya or 

prakriti which is conjured up by ignorance or 

avidya ). is treated as Ishvara for the purpose of 

teaching alone. Shankara holds the view that 

Brahman is Eternal. Pure, Nature of Conscious

ness. Ever free by nature, and All-knowing and 

All-powerful (S. Bh.-l/l/l). 'That Omniscient 

source must he Brahman· .. . (S. Bh.-l/l/2) etc. 
Here the adjectives 'are given to Brahman syrio

nimously such as Nityashuddha . Sarvajnam Sar

vashaktisamanvitam, Hence to point out the 

true nature of "Brahman these words are used 
through the attribution of 'SaIVa'. From this 

standpoint these are Swaroopalakshanas (~) 

and not Tatasthalakshanas (~). Here. it 
should not he forgotten that the Upadhi (<rnN) 

of 'Sarva' is conjured up by avidya. So the real 

nature of Brahman is Absolute and non-dual. 

These words are used for the purpose of teaching 
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only. Strictly speaking as the consciousness is 

the nature of Brahman. so also the Sbakti etc., 
are the nature of Brahman. Jnana. Shakti. Ishvara 

are the nature of non-dual Brahman. But to 
distinguish the difference between Shakti and 
Shaktiman or Shakta. the upadhis or adjuncts, 
which are conjured up by avidya, are required. 
Through these adjuncts He is called as Sarvajna, 
Sarvashakti etc. So Sarvajnatva, Ishvaratva etc., 
attributed from the standpoint of adjuncts or 

upadhis, but the natute of Brahman itself is 
nature of Consciousness. nature of. potence etc., 
and as such they can never be alienated from 
Brahman. This is the secret. If this secret is 
not understood. then we will feel the contradic

tions to the statement of Bhashya. This difference 
in description should be noticed between Shanka· 
ra's Bhashya and commentator's other books. 

To summarise all these the non-dual Brahman 
is called !shvata from the standpoint of Maya 
which is conjured up by avidya and Vedanta has 
attributed the creator, sustainer and destroyer 
of the universe etc., on Brahman. 

But when avidya is removed through the 
knowledge of non-dual Brahman then aU the 
above attributes are automatically falsified. This 
is clearly stated by Shankara thus ; 

'Moreover, when the idea of non-difference 
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is generated by such declaration of identity as 

~That thou are, the transmigratoriness of the 

individual is removed as also the creatorship of 

Brahman i for all dualistic dealings. brought about 

by ignorance get sublated by right knowledge.' 

(S. Bh.-2/1/22)' 
So Maya is A.idy.blpit., Vyakt.-A.y.t

ta.tmar.., ADi .... h.Dly. .ad Ish ... I.sh.ttl. 

Through the attribution of the Maya, non--d.ual 

BrJhman is aIled Ishvara. when it is thought 

of as the cause and ruler of the phenomenal 

worJd including individual souls. 

" AN OBJECTION RAISED BY MOOLA
VIDYA-VADlNS; 

Avidya is described as non-perception, mis

conception and doubting. And it is said that 

this is the defect of Antahkarana. It is not 

concerned to the Self. It is said that by this 

avidya. Maya is conjured up. And you have told 

that maya and prakriti are the same. The 

antahkarana in which avidya is th~re. is the 

very product of prakriti according to Shastra. 

L 8Ifq"~~'~,,,,~~~ 
~~.0I'I'lIi~~~~_ 

~,~ M14'ij.iiN3j,fi>wiM ~~: 
..,;r..~1 
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The Prakriti that is avyakta is modified as Mahat. 

Ahankara, Panchatanmatra and then through 

panchikarana this antahkarana or the mind is 

created ( Ka; Up.-l/3/1O. 11). It being so how 

the prakriti will be 'Avidyakalpita'? Hence we 

have to hold the view that the material cause of 

the antahkarana or the mind which is called as 

as prakriti and which is the potence of the Lord 

is the causaHgnorance or 'MooJavidya' and all the 
three like non-perception etc. , ate effective 

ignorance. 

Aos .... to tb. abo •• objectio~ : 

(0 From the standpoint of empirical view, our 

intellect always wants the rigorous rules and 

regulations of causation. So we seek the cause 

for our mind and the world etc. 

(ii) The causation i. e., the relationship between 
the cause and the effect inevitably requires rhe 

time series or time factor. Because the cause 

must be in a previous time and effect comes 

afterwards. So Nyayashastra says, that Kearye 

Nl1lta Pa"" V.ittibi K ••• lolm (1Ii1~'RI~ 
<fiR01II.)" So whenever we. seek the cause for some
thing inevitably we bave tbe appriori notion of 

time, space and causation. Hence' our intellect 
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always follows: 'these rigorous rules · of tim·e. 

space and causation. 

liii) But from the.standpoint of Vedantic view, 
when the whole phenomenon of the universe 

including the notions of time, space, causation 
also is taken as a whole, then the complete view

point will change. For example. before the 

occurrence of the dream state. there is non-dual 

~elf alone which remains in the deep sleep. (n 
that pure Being the whole dream state appears. 

The phenomenon of the dream consists· of the 

three types of the worlds or planes ; 

(a) Divine plane i. e., sun. moon, stars and 

the planets of millions and the heavenly worlds 

upto Brahmaloka etc. 

(b) Material plane - which is conglomera

tion of five elements such as space or ether. air. 

fire. water and the earth. In this plane all the 

bodies of all creatures and all the machineries of 

various kinds like computors etc.. which ar~ 

invented by the material scientists are included. 
\c) The Corporeal plane i. e., body, vital 

force, organs of actions, sense organs, mind, 

intellect or ego and feelings of all kinds just like 

common man's experiences and mystic experiences 
of Yogis etc., are included. 

These three types of planes are called in 

Vedanta respectively as Adhid.i'ik~ (~) 
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PrapaDcba, Adhibboatika (onN>i\fiM;) PrapaDeba 

& Adby.lmika ( ~ ) Pnp.acb.. All tbis 

whole phenomenon of the universe including 

the concept of infinite time, space and 

causation is restricted to the dream state or to the 
waking state which occurs in the pure being 
which is everyone's true nature of the Self, 

This is the Vedantic view, It is ca lied as Poorn.· 
ADUbb.,. Dristi. From this standJ:oint. as I am 

the pure being, in me the whole waking or the 
whole dream state appears and disappears. When 

one realises the truth, he has taken the stand in 

nature of the Witnessing principle of life. From 

this standpoint. the whole dream state exists in 

me as 1 am the substratum of that state and 

Pure Being. 

(iv) But in the dream state everyone feels that 

'I am in this world. I have been born here some 

time ago and 1 will die one day. I am an 

individual etc.' From the feeling of this indivi

duality, he sees the universe there and starts to 

investigate the cause of that world, At last he 

comes to the conclusion that the prakrili or 

primordial matter of the universe, is the cause. 

And he feels that this prakriti is the cause of 

his own mind. etc. Her~ he feels the time seties 

and tbe causation etc.. as the real things. But 
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when the dream disappears, all the phenomenon 

will be falsified including the idea of infinite 

time. space. causation etc. Here. in this illustra

tion the world which is seen in the dream state. 

exists in its essence. the pure Being. And the mind 
which appeared in the dream did not cognise the 

truth. Hence it holds the view that the world 

is real and starts the investigation and arises to 

the certain conclusions just as prakriti is the 

cause of his own mind etc. 

(v) Strictly speaking. the outer world. the 

inner mind and all the notions such as 
time. space, causation etc., appear simultaneously 

in the dream state. So also the 

same is the case with the waking state. This is 

to be realised taking a stand in the Wimessing 

principle which is the substtatum of the waking 

and dream states. From the standpoint of this 

realisation. there is no cause or effect. All the 
notions of cause and effect etc., are in avidya i e. 

in the Me--norion. This Me-notion is called 
avidya ( Me-notion='I am so and so' and 'this 

is mine') and that which appears to this Me

notion is called as Maya. For this reason we 
have said that 'avidya' is the subjective defect ( i. e. 

primarily denotes a species of knowledge) and 
'maya' is the objective one ( i. e. an illusory object ). 
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(vi) Very important thing we have to remember 

is that the idea like the prakriti is the cause and 

the world is effect etc., are not imaginations of 

Brahman, but these are the imaginations of the 

individual soul which is the 'Me-notion', There

fore the complaint regarding avidya or maya are 

from the standpoint of 'Me-notion' and not from 

the standpoint of the Witnessing principle of life. 

For this purpose Vedanta has attributed these 

two concepts of 'avidya' and 'maya' to teach the 

non-dual Brahman (~"'" ~~) 
and never as a really real -something to be 

defended. When Brahman is realised. both will be 
falsified. This is called Rescission ( OI'I'IT'I ). 

Swamiji says, 'That we pass through the three 

states of consciousness, that we appear to age. 

die and are born again. and that there is creation, 

sustentation and dissolution of the world. is an 
inborn delusion of human mind, which cart be 

overcome only by the dawn of Vedantic enlight
enment'. This ';$ p,esIine pur~ Shanka,a'$ 

Vedanta. From the standpoint of intellect, it is 

very difficult to solve the 'problem. but from the 
standpoint of the transcendental Reality 'or the 

Pure Being, which js called as the intuitional 

experience of Brahman. all the contradictions 
i. e. problems or questions are resolved, 
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III SOME DEFECTS OF MOOLAA VIDY A
VADA : 

The Moolnavidya as well as Toolaavidya are 

not mentioned in the right tradition of Shankara 

i. c., Gowdapad<l-Karikas, Shankara's Bhashyas and 

Sur~shvara's Brihadvartika. Taittiriya vartika and 

Naishbrmya-siddihi. These are correct traditional 

t(.xts which we have to rely upon according to 

Sri Stltchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji. The 
origin of this theory of Moolaavidya is traced to 

Pallchapadikakara who wrote his Panchapadika
Prasthan<lm as a commentary on Shankara's 
(·ommentaryon Brahma Sutras. After Pancha

padika-Prasthanam, the Shankara's utterances 

have been twisted to suit their theory of Moo/QQ
vidya, And it is propagated as that as the 

genuine teachings of Shankara. It is called by 
the name of Moolaavidya as it is held to be the 

material cause of both the world and Adhyasa. 
Moolaavidyavadins say ; 

Moolaavidya hides or covers up Brahman and 
because of this alone ignorances of the forms of 
not knowing (~) and wrong know/edge or 

misconceplion ( ar;qq11l(Ol ) as well as 'the world' 

are produced or projecrl.?d. Moolaavidya exists 

in all the three states of consciousness; the names 

and forms remain hidden or latent in deep-sleep 
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( sushupti ) as well as in dissolution of creation 

or the world ( pralaya ) either as the seed-form 

( beeja roopa) or as the energy-form (.hakti 

roopa). This seed of names and forms is caned 
as Moolaavidya. And it ( moolaavidya) can be 
removed by Knowledge of Alman. 

In the previous article, it has been shown 

how Moolaavidya-vada has entered into the 

Bhashya and what are the defects of this conten

tion. For the present some main defects will be 

shown here regarding the acceptance of Moolaa
vidya. 

Main defects of Moolaavidya-Vada 

(aJ According to Gowdapada and Shankara, 

non-perception is the causal ignorance and mis

understanding and doubting are the effective 
ignorance (refer Gowdapadakarika with Shan

kara's commentary, Agamaprakarana-ll to 15). 

The sub-commentators say. that Moolaavidya is the 

material cause for the universe and Ahankara 
and also for the three types of avidya i. e .• Agraha

nat Samshya and Viparitajnana (or misconception). 

Again they say that this moolaavidya is a 

Kalpita one. Here if it is Kalpita, it would not 

be a material cause for Adhyasa (i. e. misconcep
tion). If it is the material cause for Adhyasa, 
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it is not Kalpita by adhyasa. It pertains to 

Brahman alone. And as it is a thing (lt~) so 

it is impossible to remove it by knowledge. 

(b) If Jiva is endowed with Toolaavidya and 
toolaavidya is a part of moolaavidya, then the real 

cause i. e., moolaavidya will not be removed by 

the knowledge which is obtained by Jiva. 

Because according to Moolaavidyavadins, moolaa

vidya covers Brahman. Then Brahman should 
have removed moolaavidya which pertains to him 

through his getting knowledge and Jiva can 
never destroy Brahman's moolaavidya. 

~c) In our Antahkarana there is ignorance 
regarding the outer objects. When we know the 

object, at that time the knowledge arises in our 

mind. Being so, to imagine that avidya (mooIaa

vidya or toolaavidya ) encompasses the outer things 
is absurd. No one says that when I know the 

thing the encompassed avidya on that thing is 

removed. Everyone says that I have got a know

lede regarding the thing & my ignorance is gone. 
So. regarding Brahmajnana there is no cover of 

ignorance on Brahman. 

(d) Many defects are raised by Dva/ta
Vedanlins on the Moolavidya which is Bhaava
roopa-avidya according to Moolaavidyavadins. It 

we were to accept this Bhaavaroopaavidya, then 

the defects raised by Dvaita-Vedantins are 
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impossible to be refuted. But these defects will 

not effect the Adhyasavada of Shankara, because 

of the following reasons ; 
(i \ Adhyasa i. e. identification with body etc., is 

evident for all in empirical life. It is clearly 

stated by Shankara in his Adhyasa Bhashya 

Sarvaloka Proryakshaha (~) while 

Moolaavidya is an imagined thing by the sub

commenta tors. 

(ii) Moolaavidyavadins hold the view that the 

MooIaavidya is the material cause for Avidya. 

According to Shankara, the causation. as it a 

dealing, so thinking about cause and effect I'ela 

tionsMp itself takes place in Adhyasa. 

(iii) One may say in Adhyasavada also there: 

may be shown so m<l:ny defects. For this. the answer 

is the act of thinking such as defects. virtues etc., 

itself is endowed with avidya. because without 

taking wrong identification with the mind. one 

cannot think or move (atfim[fi(~~ ~ ~: 
~-'",ffit-- 8r.Su. Bh. - l /4/3). Sofrom 

the empirical standpoint Adhyasa is there as evide

nt for all. And when one cognises the true nature 

of his own Self which is untainted by this Avidya 

then the whole empirical view is falsified. So the 

removal of Adhyasa also is evident for those 

endowed with discriminative knowledge. Here 

we do not find any dogmatic assertions, while in 
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Moolaavidya. we see many such dogmatic 

assertions. 

(e) The sub-commentatars hold the view 

that Moolaavidya is Bhaavaroopa and it is destroyed 

oy the Knowledge of Atman . . According to Shan

kara, any positive thing, that is Bhaavaroopa, will 

not be removed by knowledge. Jnana i e., the know

ledge is able to remove only the misunderstanding 

which is not at all an entity ( i. e., Bhaavaroopa). 

Jnana has no capacity to destroy any positive 

thing and create anything new. It removes only 

the misunderstanding regarding the fact (see 

Briha-Bhashya-l/4/10 and this point is c1eatly 

stated in the 1st chapter, para No.9 ). 

~f) Moolaavidyavadins accept the three types of 

Padartha l ~); theSelfasSvayansiddha (l'I'iftl<:;), 

Moolaavidya as Saakshisiddha (~~,,;:) and the 

ourer things as Pramanasiddha (SI",~) . SO 

oueer things have got Ajnatasaeta (affll<m~n) 

and Moolaavidya is not Ajnatasatta eec. These 

type:5 of ineerpr~eaeion have no place in Shan

kara's Bhashyas anywhere and these commeneators 

have interpreted according to their own under

standing. The doctrine of three grades of existence 

viz., the Paramarthikasatta ( qR.",fir~r), Vyav,c 

harikasatta (~f) and the Pratibhasika

satta ( sn~ ) i. e., the Absolute, the empi

rical and the apparent realities is not found either 
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in Shankara's Bhashyas or in Gowdapada's Karika. 

For Shankara Satta or Reality is one only and 

there are no grades of existence ; 

"'IllI" "",-ui",, f"lJ ~ ~ """",,,m.. o:Ii """ . 
.mOl'lll.~""~~,,..m..mal ""''' Sif. ~. 
~,,",-ui""~I" (S.Bh. - 2/1/16) 

Just as Brahman the cause never deviates 

from existence in all the three periods of time, 

so also the effect. the world. never deviate from 
existence in all the periods of creation. sustenance 

and dissolution. And existence again is only 

one. So for this reason also, the effect is none 

other than the c~use. 



APPENDIX 

SOME VIEW POINTS REGARDING 
AVIDYA AND MAYA 

Can we use the terms 'Maya' and 'Avidya' 

indiscriminately even while Itrictiy adhering to 

Shankara', Adhyasa·vada ? 

From the standpoint of transcendental reality 

there is no dealing such as Vidya and Avidya. 

because It is of the nature of non-dual Absolute 

Conciousness. But from empirical standpoint 

there are dealings of Vidya and A vidya not only 

regarding the outer things, but also about the true 
nature of the Self. It is evident for all. So in 
Vedanta, this dealing of Vidya and Avidya is 

called as Maya, which means, that which is not 

there really but appears as if it is there really, is 
Maya. In this sense if we call Avidya as Maya 

figuratively, then it is not wrong. Shankara 

hints about this in his Ta;' Bh. - 2j8jS thus ; 

• Accordingly knowledge and ignorance are to be 

ranked with name and form; they are not 
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attributes of the Self,l meaning in so far as Vidya 

and Avidya are regarded as a function of the 

mind and are included in the world of names and 

forms . it mly also be called 'Maya' meaning 

thereby an illusory appearance. 

In the same way. the Prakriti or Avyakta 

may be called as Avidya in a secondary sense. 

There are two reasons for this; 

The first is, if there is avidya. then only 

Maya will appear as if it is there. So maya is the 

projection of avidya. In this sense; we may 

include mlya in avidya i. e. , one is perfectly 

justified in calling it avidya in a secondary sense, 

just as one may say 'this is all his foolery', 

The second reason is that commonly no one 

knows that he is in grip of the ignorance or nuder 

the influence of ignorance. So this ignorance is 

not manifested for the common man though it is 

behind his al1 dealings. From this standpoint, 

the ignorance is called as 'Avyakta', Shankara 

hints this in his Suo Bh.-1/4/3. Yada Tu Jiva 
Mahon 2, 

'a,,"",,~'f firm1lro' I "''1~'f'' ~' .... 

a '" s~;lf'l~ llf.re,j;(\(1;1 ~" ~; " wntiaI 
r.ro...ill· (Tai. Rh. 28.5) . 

..... IH i.~' ",'If a~ ·'I{<r. q~'I: .. ~' ~""I.. 

""''f\'I>IlI<'tl''''''<i:. ~f ~""''1l{1 ~fl:.: "l)'l.1 ~!I 
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Therefore from these higher standpoints we 

m3Y call avidya as maya and maya as avidya in a 

secondary sense. Because both are attributed 

or sup..:rimposed on Brahman for the purpose of 

teach ing. See the Sanskrit introduction of 
Vedan ta Vidllat (iosthi & Essays on Vedanta ( page 

44 ) by Sri Swamiji in this regard. To avoid 

confusion we usually restrict the use of these 

words Avidya and Maya to denote ignorance 

( suhjective notion) and (objective) name and 

form respectively, according to Shankara Bhashya. 

Dut it is wrong to argue that the Prakriti 

is the material . cause of Avidya and it wi11 get 

vanished through knowledge etc. . SQ from the 

standpoint of the m,ethodology of Vedanta, i. e., 

from the superjmposition point of view, it is first 

.. ~ ~ -~'l >fI""'''''' IItWo 'R.'l 
~. ~~'!II'I.' .m..rr 1i: ~,omro,,,,q,, Q.lI:;fl"", 

w.~: ~ 'I1Ia,' (S. Bh - l /4/3) 
'If however. the individual Jiva be the mean

ing of Mohal, still the statement 'Avyakta is higher 

than Mahar', is admissible, since the state of be

coming an individual creature depends on the 

influence of Avyakta ( 'Maya' ) acting as a limiting 

adjunct For ignorance is Avyakta, and it is 

because of the possession of ignorance by the 

individual soul that all kinds of empirical behavi
our continue for ever.' 
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accepted that Brahman is the location of avidya 
and Brahman is the subject matter of avidya. 

See Briha-Upa. Bh. - 1/4/10, Brahmani Saadha 
kat.a Kalpana ... Apeshala Iti.' Shankara hints 

here from the standpoint of superimposition that 
Brahman is the location and" Brahman'is the sub

ject matter of Avidya. All these are accepted for 

the purpose of teaching the truth alone. From 

standpoint of Absolute standpoint of Reality 

neither Aviclya nor Maya called into being by it, 

ever existed as entities side by side with Brahman, 

nor is there any need for Vidya to actually destroy 

either of the two, as Sureshvara says, 

' ij'(Eiilt4Ifc(EIII+4't(C4 ~~ I 

~iioJ~~II' 
(G, ",-183) 

This is the rescission of the ideas of the 

attributions of Avidya and Maya. 
AUM TAT ,SAT 

~~;;q;n ~~ ~1- ';p,IOO

orimill\, <R'lllI. all.~' ~ 'IlI" ,,; ~eit<rw.F>lI~ ; 
.. .. "~13"'''l!iI<r.,.,.,fi:iII'IR'i~~ 
''''''>Nt~' '~"''''WI "'-" ' '1'1 fi: ;;:'<IfiI,r ~. 
'It_f;;:<il"'l' ~~ "",oroa~"'" ~ It ~ ~'" 
~~'" q,lI1li: m.; ~;;q~ ~ ~.;;q;n 
>1~fu I' (Briha-Bh.-1/4/1O) 
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'Objection; To think that Brahman, like us, 

is a seeker of liberation, is not proper, and that is 
what we see in the passage 'It knew only Itself.. .. 

therefore It became all'. 

Reply; Not so, for by saying this you will 

be flouting the scriptures. It is not our idea. but 

that of the scriptures Nor should you lose 

your patience over this much only. for all plura 

lity is but imagined in Brahman. as we know from 

hundreds of texts like the following; 'It should 
be realised in one fotm only' (Bri. -414/20 ) ; 
'There is no difference whatsoever in Brahman' 

( Bri. - 4/4/19, Ka.- 2/1/11 ) ; 'When there is 
duality, as it were' (Bri. - 2/4/14 & 4/5/15) and 

'One only without a second' (Ch.- 6/2/1 ). 

Since the whole phenomenal world is imagined in 
Brahman alone and is not real, you say very little 

when you condemn this particular idea as 

improper. 



Vedanta-Jijnaaa (~O<i-fi .. nm) 
By-J ......... ndendr. Saras" .1i S".mlji 

( Published &. Edited by-Monas Kumar Sonya/, Calcutta) 

' I have read the book Vedantajijnasa with 
with fervour throughout and I am surprised to 
see that only through the postal teachings the 
publisher and editor of this book has grasped the 
subject so correctly. The questions and doubts 
raised by Sri Sanyal to know the differences bet
w~en Shankau and commentators and to clear 
some inconsistencies of Bhashya and Sri Sri 
Swamiji's books which he has put in that book, 
are most appropriate one and these types of ques
tions can be put only by an ardent seeker like 
him. And the answers which have been given by 
Sri Sri Jnananandendra SUlasM'a:i SM'amiji are 
also very dear and helps one to take a stand in 
his own intuitional experiences of his true natue. 
By this once again I got confirmed by comparing 
the Swamijj's answers that I am also in the right 
path because Sri S. Vittla Shastriji is a pioneer 
and the first disciple of Swamiji of liolenarsipur 
and so he is a most senior one. Hence t have 
tallied my knowledge with his teachings and am 
vcry much satisfied. Besides these things. one 
thing has been confirmed that by postal tea.chings 
also one can impart Vedantic Knowledge to a 
seeker if only we have an ardent student like 
Sri Sanyal etc.' 

-Sri 0 •• or80 Kaikorai, B."&810r. 
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